Celebrity Baby News: Carrie
Underwood Shares Sex of Baby
at 2018 CMAs

By Ivana Jarmon
It’s a boy for Carrie Underwood! In celebrity news, the
country singer accidentally let it slip that she is having a
boy while hosting the 52nd CMA Awards, EOnline.com reports.
Co-host Brad Paisley managed to poke and prod Underwood to
learn the sex of the baby for all the details on live TV. He
teased, “Seriously, Carrie, give me a baby hint.” Paisley
suggested a few potential girl and boy names, and Underwood,
annoyed, said, “Oh, my gosh, Willie, it’s a Willie!” This is
Underwood’s second celebrity pregnancy, as she and husband

Mike Fisher share a son named Isaiah.

In celebrity baby news, Carrie
Underwood is expecting a little
boy. What are some ways to reveal
the sex of your unborn child??
Cupid’s Advice:
Next to announcing that you’re pregnant, revealing if it’s a
girl or boy is very big news, so why not find a creative way
to share it. Cupid has some ways to reveal the sex of your
unborn child:
1. Gender reveal balloons: To do a gender reveal with a
balloon, many people fill the inside with blue or pink
confetti, powder. When it is time to reveal the gender, the
only thing the future parents will have to do is pop it with a
pin and the confetti, glitter or powder will explode in a big
way. Celebrity couples such as Kate Hudson and Danny Fujikawa
have done it.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Visits
Vancouver Post-Split from Shawn Booth
2. Color your cake: All gender reveal parties call for cake or
cupcakes…it’s a rule. So why not hide the news of your babies’
gender inside the cake or cupcake? All it takes is some food
coloring to make the batter pink or blue, then use frosting to
hide the evidence and write an enticing message on top. The
only way guest will find out what the gender is by cutting the
cake or biting the cupcake.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Actress Haylie Duff Talks
Thanksgiving Meals and Marriage

3. Push pop confetti: Nothing says celebration like confetti!
Gender reveal confetti push pops are the perfect reveal.
Celebrity couple such as Hilary Duff and Matthew Koma have
used the push pop at their own gender reveal party. The push
pops can be found in many stores already pre-loaded with pink
or blue confetti a simple twist is all that is required to
activate and dazzle you and your guess with Confetti.
What are some ways to reveal the sex of your unborn child?
Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
Baby
News:
‘Bachelor’ Arie Luyendyk Jr.
and
Lauren
Burnham
Are
Expecting First Child

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity baby news, former Bachelor Arie Luyendyk Jr. and
fiance, Lauren Burnham are going to be parents. The celebrity
couple is tying the knot in January of 2019, and they have
been living together in Phoenix since April. “I kind of had a
feeling that I might be pregnant. So my friend insisted on
bringing
a
pregnancy
test
over,”
Burnham
said
to UsMagazine.com, adding that she made her fiancé read the
results. “Arie came out with the test in his hand and tears in
his eyes. He was like, ‘You’re pregnant!’” The pair is
preparing for their upcoming wedding, and practicing their
parenting skills on their two dogs.

In celebrity baby news, there’s
a Bachelor baby on the way! What
are some ways to announce a
surprise pregnancy to family and

friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you announce a surprise pregnancy to your loved ones?
Cupid has some thoughts:
1. Have a big dinner together: Bring everyone in for a nice
family get together, and share the news then. It’ll be nice to
have the whole family in one place, and that way you can
deliver the news to everyone at the same time.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Amy Schumer Is Pregnant,
Expecting First Child with Husband Chris Fischer
2.Bring up the topic of babies: If babies are already being
talked about, it will be easy to mention you’re having one of
your own. Slip it in casually, and you’ll definitely get a
reaction from friends and family.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince Harry Hopes First
Child With Duchess Meghan Is a Girl
3.Make something special for your loved ones:
Gather your
family together and share something that will lead up to the
reveal of the pregnancy. This could be a photo album, a
scrapbook, or another keepsake that can help share the news.
Have you announced an unexpected pregnancy? Let us know in the
comments below!

Prince Harry Reveals His
Nickname
for
the
Royal
Celebrity Baby

By Courtney Shapiro
In royal celebrity baby news, Prince Harry already has a cute
nickname for his unborn child with Duchess Meghan. The
celebrity couple was in New Zealand for their final day, and
stopped to visit the Abel Tasman National Park. According
to E! Online, the Duke of Sussex shared his thoughts with the
group. He said, “From myself and my wife and our little bump,
we are so grateful to be here. We bring blessings from my
grandmother the Queen and our family. We are so grateful for
your hospitality and the work to look after this beautiful

place.” The future parents continue to share their happiness
for their upcoming child.

This royal celebrity baby to be
already has an adorable nickname.
What
are
some
reasons
that
nicknames can bring you closer as a
couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can nicknames bring you closer as a couple? Cupid has some
ideas:
1. It’s just between the two of you: The nicknames you use as
a couple usually are just between you and your partner, making
it something special for you. Sometimes the nickname gets used
around other people, but you two understand the intimacy
behind it.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby News: Prince Harry &
Duchess Meghan Are Expecting First Child
2. It shows your affection: Maybe the nicknames you have with
your partner stemmed from a memory or an experience you had
together. Having a nickname that comes from something special
shows that you and your partner really care for each other.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince Harry Hopes First
Child With Duchess Meghan Is a Girl
3. You can laugh about them together: There is a possibility
one of you or both of you has a nickname from childhood that
your partner will insist on using. The nickname may be
ridiculous but you can laugh and make fun of it as a couple
which will only strengthen the relationship.

How have nicknames brought you closer as a couple? Share with
us in the comments!

Celebrity Baby News: Amy
Schumer
Is
Pregnant,
Expecting First Child with
Husband Chris Fischer

By Ivana Jarmon
Amy Schumer is pregnant! In celebrity news, Schumer announced

she is expecting her first child with husband, Chris
Fischer, Eonline.com reports. The actress shared the news
through her friend Jessica Yellin’s Instagram, by sharing a
photo of her and her husband’s faces photoshopped onto the
bodies of a newly pregnant Meghan Markle and Prince Harry
bodies. The happy news comes eight months after the celebrity
couple’s surprise nuptials in Malibu.

In celebrity baby news, comedian
Amy Schumer is expecting! What are
some ways to decide when the right
time is to have your first child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Hurting your ex is one of the last things you want to do if
you still care for them. Cupid has some ways to help you
decide when the right time is to have your first child:
1. Are you ready: Ask yourself are you ready for a child,
because having a baby changes everything. There are no take
backs once you have them. You will want to really give this
some thought and then talk to your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Karlie Kloss Marries Joshua
Kushner Three Months After Engagement
2. Stability: Stability plays a big part in whether or not
someone chooses to have a baby. You would want to be mentally,
physically, spiritually and financially stable to bring a
child into this world. But, if you do not have that stability,
that’s okay. You can do anything you set your mind to do.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwyneth Paltrow Gushes
Over Newlywed Life with Brad Falchuk

3. Love: Love is an important piece of the puzzle when it
comes to deciding when to have a child. If you don’t have love
in your relationship with the potential baby’s other parent,
then it’s probably best to wait.
What are some ways to decide when the right time is to have
your first child? Share your thoughts below.

Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince
Harry Hopes First Child With
Duchess Meghan Is a Girl

By Courtney Shapiro
In royal celebrity baby news, Prince Harry is hopeful for a
baby girl with wife Duchess Meghan, as she is expecting their
child in Spring of 2019. While walking in Sydney Australia, a
fan was heard yelling “I hope it’s a girl,” in which Prince
Harry responded, “So do I.” The celebrity pregnancy was first
announced at the beginning of the pair’s royal tour. According
to UsMagazine.com, the future dad talked about their future
child during an address at at Sydney’s Admiralty House saying,
“we also genuinely couldn’t think of a better place to
announce the, er, upcoming baby. Whether it’s a boy or a
girl.” The couple will continue touring in the upcoming months
as they await the new addition to their family.

Prince Harry is hoping his royal
celebrity baby is a girl. What are
some ways to prepare for a baby
girl?
Cupid’s Advice:
How should you prepare for a baby girl? Cupid has some tips:
1. Buy some clothes before she’s born: The clothes you buy
don’t necessarily have to be pink or frilly, but it’ll be
smart to purchase some outfits before the baby arrives. Select
a variety of clothing types, colors, and different prints that
way you have options ready.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby News: Prince Harry &
Duchess Meghan Are Expecting First Child
2. Think of names: This can be done for both boys and girls,
but there tend to be more options when it comes to choosing
one for a girl. Find what speaks to you as a couple, and get a
list together, so you’re not scrambling when the baby comes.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: New Mom Cardi B Is Already
‘Embracing Motherhood’
3. Get everything
give birth with no
up a bedroom or a
focus on delivering

prepared before birth: You don’t want to
preparation. Buy the things you need, set
space for the newborn, and let yourself
your baby.

How did you prepare for a baby girl? Share with us in the
comments!

Royal Celebrity Baby News:
Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Expecting First Child

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity baby news, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan are
pregnant. The royal pair has been talking about extending
their
family
since
they
tied
the
knot
in
May. UsMagazine.com reported that Kensington Palace released
an announcement on October 15th stating, “Their Royal
Highnesses The Duke and Duchess of Sussex are very pleased to
announce that The Duchess of Sussex is expecting a baby in the
Spring of 2019.” The celebrity couple shared their news after
landing in Australia for their first international tour
together.

It
looks
like
another
royal
celebrity baby will be joining the
mix soon! What are some ways to
prepare for your first child?
Cupid’s Advice:

How can you prepare for a child? Cupid has some advice:
1. Read the books: The books on parenting have been around for
years. They are useful tools that can answer a lot of
questions that you and your partner have.
Related Link: Celebrity Parents: Busy Philipps Says Husband
‘Didn’t Try’ to Be a Dad Initially
2. Talk to friends who have already had a child: Your
experience with a child is going to be unique to you and your
partner, but talking to other people who have been through it
can help ease your worry. they can give you advice and tips on
what to do with a newborn.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Jason Aldean & Wife
Brittany Reveal Sex of Baby No. 2
3. Allow yourself to freak out: Having a child is a big step,
and it might scare you. It is natural to let yourself worry,
so take that time to get it all out. After you let it out,
you’ll probably realize you were freaking out over nothing.
How have you prepared for having a child? Tell us below!

Celebrity
Parents:
Busy
Philipps Says Husband ‘Didn’t
Try’ to Be a Dad Initially

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Busy Philipps gets real about the
challenges of marriage and family in the November issue of
Parents magazine. The actress and host of E!’s Busy Tonight
opened up about her 11-year marriage to producer husband Marc
Silverstein and how he wasn’t the most supportive parent after
the birth of their first child, Birdie Leigh, now 10.
According to People.com, Philipps recalled, “He was not
understanding how to be a dad and, in fact, didn’t try. I was
parenting by myself. When I told him, I wanted to have a
second child, he said, ‘Fine, but it’s all on you.’ That was
so heartbreaking.” She continued, “Marriage is always hard,
but especially when you have kids…You’re going to go through
periods when you’re not into it, but there always has to be
one person willing to fight. I went to Marc several times and
said, ‘I cannot do this anymore. Something has to change, and
it’s you.’ The celebrity parents had a lot of serious
discussions and counseling. Since the conversation, the couple
has welcomed their second child Cricket Pearl, now 5. The
celebrity parent says, “He’s incredibly participatory now in a
way I don’t think he could’ve imagined before. We’re a work in

progress but trying our best.”

In celebrity parent news, Busy
Philipps got real about parenting
and marriage. What are some ways to
encourage positive communication
with
your
partner
regarding
parenting?
Cupid’s Advice:
Marriage and parenthood bring many struggles! Cupid has some
tips to encourage positive communication with your partner
regarding parenting:
1. Be open and honest: This involves communicating with your
partner. The both of you have to ask yourselves when you two
got together, is this what you wanted out of the relationship?
Were kids part of the mix? And if you already have kid,s how
can you make this work? What can you change to be better
partners and parents? Be honest with yourselves and with each
other!
Related Link: Parenting Tips: 5 Tips for Co-Parenting
2. Learn to take a step back and compromise: Parenting is hard
enough, but co-parenting is a whole different ball game. When
parenting, you learn and make mistakes and initially find your
own way to raise your child. With a partner, your styles may
not be the same, so you have to step back and let them do
their own thing. But, also learn from each other. Like a
marriage, you must compromise when it comes co-parenting.
Related Link: Co-Parenting During the Holidays

3. Just talk to each other: Communication is the first step
you take in any relationship. It’s how marriage and children
are created. Start a conversation about your wants, needs, and
desires. Just talk to each other, remember you two love each
other and saw a future for yourselves beyond the first date.
The worst thing you can do is not talk to each other. Talking
is how you resolve problems and heal. So just talk!
What are some tips to encourage positive communication with
your partner regarding parenting? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Baby News: Kim
Kardashian & Kanye West Have
One Last Embryo for Baby No.
4

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, sources are saying that Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West have decided to try for celebrity baby number four.
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple want to use
their last embryo to have their fourth and final child with a
surrogate. The couple currently have three celebrity kids of
their own. Because of Kardashian’s previous high risks
pregnancies, doctors advised her of this being the safest way.

In celebrity baby news, Kim and
Kanye may be trying for baby number
four at some point. What is the
value of giving your children
siblings?
Cupid’s Advice:
Some people are okay with having one child, while others want

their child to have a sibling to play with. Cupid has some
advice on the value of giving your children siblings:
1. Bonding: It’s always cute to see siblings play together. At
a young age they start to build this bond that will take them
through their most valuable years. Although there will be
plenty of fights and arguments, it will only make their bonds
stronger. Learning how to build bonds with others is important
and who better than to learn with than siblings?
Related Link: Product Review: Baby Fashion for Easy & Cute
Parenting
2. Boys and girls: Sometimes you have a specific idea on what
kind of family you want. Maybe you want a boy and a girl or
all girls or maybe even all boys. When having both boys and
girls, it’s nice to teach your children how to respect other
genders. For example, teaching your son not to hit girls or
teaching your girls the importance of keeping your dress down
when wearing one. Although you don’t need to have one of each
to be able to teach these lessons, it’s a plus.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: Why Disciplinging Your Kids Is
Important
3. Learning lessons: Along with building bonds, your children
will also be able to learn lessons together. Whether it’s
something simple like Also, with siblings that may come around
later, your older children will be able to teach them.
What are some other reasons giving your children siblings can
be a positive thing? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Baby News: Jason
Aldean & Wife Brittany Reveal
Sex of Baby No. 2

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Jason and Brittany Aldean revealed the
gender of their celebrity baby! According to EOnline.com, the
celebrity couple have gone through a lot in the pregnancy
department. The couple decided to do a gender reveal for their
daughters. Jason tossed a ball while his daughters took turns
trying to hit one to see what color was inside. It looks like
this celebrity relationship found light at the end of the
tunnel. Congrats to the happy couple, who are expecting a baby
girl.

In celebrity baby news, Jason
Aldean and his wife Brittany are
expecting a second girl. What are
some unique ways to announce the
sex of your unborn baby?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s safe to say the most exciting part of a pregnancy is
finding out the sex of the baby. Cupid has some advice on
unique ways to announce the sex of your unborn baby:
1. Gender reveal parties: Gender reveal parties are all the
rave now! Instead of having just a baby shower, people will
also have a gender reveal as well. This party includes
everyone in on the fun. There are plenty of games to be
played, like at a baby shower. People reveal the gender by
releasing balloons in the air or even cutting a cake with the
inside being the color of the gender. This is a fun way to
include friends in family in on the excitement.
Related Link: How to Celebrate the New Year with a New Baby
2. Surprise, surprise!: A fun way to announce the gender of
your unborn baby is to decorate the baby’s room with the
colors related to the gender. Invite close friends over for a
small get together with them just thinking it’s just that, a
get together. While still being able to play little games, or
even take a few bets, later on you can tell your guests that
the get together is to reveal the gender. You can reveal the
gender by simply opening the door the baby’s room. Your guests
will be in shock and won’t expect it.
Related Link: Product Review: Share a Scare with Care Onesies
3. Invites only: A unique way of announcing the sex of your

baby could be included with the baby shower invitations. Being
pregnant is tiring but to be continuously asked what you are
having could be runner up. Surprise everyone by sending out
baby shower invites that correlate to the sex of the baby.
While people will think they are receiving a aby shower
invite, they will be surprised to learn the gender of the
baby. A good idea is to have the details of the invitation on
the front and in small letters at the bottom write, “by the
way.” On the back you then reveal the gender. It’s a cute, yet
easy way to reveal the gender of your bundle of joy.
What are some unique ways to announce the sex of your unborn
baby? Share below.

Celebrity Baby News: Carrie
Underwood Is Expecting Baby
No. 2

By Rhodesia Williams
In latest celebrity news, Carrie Underwood is expecting
celebrity baby number two. According to UsMagazine.com,
celebrity couple Carrie Underwood and Mike Fisher are excited
to welcome their child, but also have plans to potentially
adopt in the future. It looks like this family just keeps
getting bigger and bigger.

In celebrity baby news, Carrie
Underwood and Mike Fischer are
expecting their second child. What
are
some
ways
to
prepare
differently for a second child
versus for your first?
Cupid’s Advice:
As exciting as it can be having a second child, it is a little

more calming. There are things you did with your first child
that you probably won’t do with your second. Cupid has some
ways to prepare differently for your second child versus your
first:
1. The registry: Whether you planned on having a second baby
or not, carefully choose the items on your registry. If you
have anything left over from your first child, it doesn’t hurt
to use it again. When making up the registry, pick the items
you know you will use and/or need. Adding different items you
didn’t really use with your first baby will probably go unused
with your second. This will save you money in the long run and
you will have everything that you will need. You can never
have too many diapers and wipes.
Related Link: How to Celebrate the New Year with a New Baby
2. Make room: Time to make room for your new bundle of joy. It
doesn’t hurt to get a head start on arranging the sleeping
arrangements. Planning ahead makes things so much easier
rather than just waiting for the baby to come. Also with that,
you can pretty much know what to expect in terms of where
things will go. As exciting as it is to have a new baby, save
some money on building a new room. Depending on the
arrangements made, it may just be easier to keep the kids
together.
Related Link: Parenting Advice: You’re Never Too Old to Have a
Child
3. Get some sleep: After your first child, you pick up on when
you can get some rest. While with your first child, you
probably ran every time you heard a coo or a cry, this time is
different. Knowing what you know now will prepare you to be
able to finally get some rest. Granted you will have two kids,
but your other child will already have a set routine which
helps.
What are some things you will do different with baby number

two? Comment below.

Celebrity Baby News: New Mom
Cardi B Is Already ‘Embracing
Motherhood’

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity baby news, it looks like Cardi B is loving
motherhood. According to UsMagazine.com, celebrity couple
Cardi B and Offset just welcomed their celebrity baby girl,
Kulture. The birth of baby Kulture did nothing, but add more

love and smiles to this celebrity relationship. Sources say,
with guidance from family, Cardi is enjoying motherhood.
Parenthood is just another notch added on Cardi’s belt of
accomplishments.

In celebrity baby news, it didn’t
take long for Cardi B to start
embracing motherhood. What are some
ways to adapt to parenthood?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being a first time parent is never easy. Between being
extremely tired and overly careful, you need to remember to
breath and take your time. Cupid has some advice on way to
adapt to parenthood:
1. Ask for help: Never be afraid to ask for help. Your family
and friends are there to help. Asking for help will help your
transition into motherhood be a lot smoother. Getting ideas
from others can only help you. As a first time parent you are
not only exhausted but super cautious. Taking advice from
others can simplify your life and if you’re lucky, can get in
a little more rest.
Related Link: Product Review: Mom and Baby’s Favorite Baby
Clothes
2. Give it time: Give parenthood time. Nobody perfects it on
the first try. Your first child is when you learn and take
notes. As frustrated as you may get, count to 10 and breathe.
Don’t ever think parenthood is not for you. Time and patience
will get you through. When you need a break or when things get
too stressful, don’tbe afraid to say it.
Related Link: Parenting Advice: You’re Never Too Old to Have a

Child
3. Stay positive: It is important that you stay positive.
While there will be some says where you cranky and feel like
you just can’t, remember, you can! While taking care of a
newborn seems much at first, just wait for the terrible twos.
By then you will be wishing your baby was a newborn again.
Keeping a positive attitude will help you get through your
rough patches. Enjoy your baby and stay positive.
What are some ways you would adapt to parenthood. Share below.

Celebrity News: Amy Schumer
Clarifies Pregnancy Rumors
With a Cocktail in Hand

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, comedian Amy Schumer shuts down pregnancy
rumors with husband Chris Fischer by holding a cocktail.
According to EOnline.com, Schumer posted a caption on
Instagram alluding to the fact that the celebrity couple could
be expecting their first celebrity baby. Schumer said,
“@leesaevansstyle and I are cookin’ somethin’ up.”
Unfortunately, her followers took it literally and Schumer had
to apologize. She explained how she is coming out with a new
clothing line and the celebrity couple will not be having a
child. Schumer goes on to say, “That’s what I was trying to
allude to, but thank you for thinking of my womb.”

It looks like this celebrity news
may have been false! What are some
ways to know you’re ready to have
children with your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:
Babies are not only a lot of work, but a lot of
responsibility. Not having children doesn’t mean you and your
partner love each other less, it’s just that you realize it
may not be the right time. Cupid has some advice on ways to
know if you and your partner are ready to have children:
1. Stability: Having a stable environment is extremely
important when bringing children into the world. Make sure
your situation is suitable before the baby comes. Although
there may not be a “perfect” time to have a kid, ideally, a
good time to have one is when you and your partner are stable
yourselves as well as when you are together.
Related Link: Dating Advice: Most Common Dating Mistakes
2. Agreed?: Make sure you discuss the topic with your partner.
The element of surprise may not be the best route when it
comes to this topic. Because so much goes into have children,
it is important to have a serious talk about having a baby. If
your partner isn’t ready, all you can do is respect their
feelings. Babies are a lot of responsibilities. If you and
your partner feel like you are both on the same page and are
ready to become parents, Cupid wishes you well.
Related Link: Date Idea: Enjoy a Night by the Fireplace
3. Game plan: Anything could happen either before or after the
baby is born. If you and your partner are ready, make sure you
have a game plan. Having some type of a general plan of how
you want to do things helps tremendously. Coming up with plans
will make you and your partner feel a little more comfortable
and will prepared to have your own bundle of joy. If you feel
confident with your plans and you feel the time is right, it’s
game time!
What are some ways you know that you and your partner are
ready to have children? Share below.

Celebrity Baby News: ‘Jersey
Shore’ Star Deena Cortese Is
Pregnant

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity baby news, Jersey Shore star Deena Cortese is
pregnant and expecting a baby boy with her husband, Chris
Buckner. In an Instagram post, the reality TV star captioned a
photo, “Chris and I Decided to wait until we were ready to
spill the beans! Now that we are safely into our second
trimester.. us and our little monkey are ready to tell the
world Our little family is growing ! We have a sweet little

boy on the way! We Are truly blessed and our hearts are filled
with so much joy and happiness December can’t come soon
enough! Daddy and Mommy can’t wait to meet you Christopher
John you are going to be the most spoiled little boy ever!!!!”
The Instagram photo shows the couple standing next to a sign
that reads “We’re so excited to say a little firecracker is on
the way! Baby Buckner. December 2018.” According to
UsMagazine.com, Cortese said back in March that her and
Buckner were trying to have a baby.

In
celebrity
baby
news,
another Jersey Shore baby is on the
way!
What
are
some
ways
to
introduce
your
kids
to
your
friend’s kids?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you have a baby, it’s important to introduce your child
to the other important people in your life. Cupid has some
tips on how to introduce your kids to your friend’s kids:
1. Set up a play date: The first step to introducing your
children to your friend’s children is to actually set up a
time and place for the meet up to happen. Pick somewhere you
think your kid and theirs will be comfortable. Whether it’s
your house, a playground, or somewhere else, your kid will be
bound to have lots of fun!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Deena
Cortese Is Engaged
2. Explain boundaries: Before the hangout, you should explain
to your friend what your own kid’s boundaries are and any
important things they should know. This way, your tots can

easily get along without any avoidable problems.
Related Link: Reality TV Stars Deena Cortese and Chris Buckner
Talk ‘Couples Therapy’ on VH1
3. Plan activities: You don’t want your children getting
bored, so make sure you and your friend have plenty of fun
activities planned for your children before introducing them
to each other. This way, they can easily have something to do
together.
Have any more tips on how to introduce your kids to your
friend’s kids? Comment below!

Celebrity Baby News: Jana
Kramer Is Pregnant After
Suffering
Multiple
Miscarriages

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity baby news, One Tree Hill star Jana Kramer is
expecting her second celebrity baby with husband Mike Caussin.
According to UsMagazine.com, This celebrity baby news comes
after the couple had previously suffered miscarriages in the
past. Jolie, the celebrity couple‘s two year daughter, will
now get to be a big sister! Kramer explained how emotional she
was and how her hormones were all over the place through the
miscarriages. Kramer believes, “If it’s meant to be, it will
be.” This celebrity pregnancy will finally give the couple a
second bundle of joy.

This celebrity baby news is so
great considering the struggle Jana
Kramer went through. What are some
ways to support your partner

through a miscarriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Miscarriages bring so many emotions but it’s important to
remain positive. Cupid has some advice on ways to support your
partner through a miscarriage:
1. Emotional support: More than anything else, emotional
support is what’s needed at such a sensitive time. For
whatever reason, it wasn’t meant to be at this time but it’s
nobody fault. Playing the blame game or arguing won’t help. Be
there for each other and remember, it is more than okay to
cry. As a couple, you both will need emotional support from
each other in order to heal. Don’t let this break you, remain
strong! You’re time will come.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Vienna
Girardi Miscarries Twin Girls
2. Take some time: Just because you have a miscarriage today,
don’t try to get pregnant again tomorrow. Give it time! Your
bodies will react to your stress and although you are trying
to hold it together on the outside, your heart and mind will
not be ready. Remind your partner to give yourselves time to
heal physically and emotionally. Take some time to not only
rest but to mourn your loss. As hard as it may be, time will
heal this wound.
Related Link:Courtney Stodden Suffers Miscarriage of Celebrity
Baby
3. Breathe: Although it may be difficult, remind your partner
to breathe. In between acting like everything’s fine and
random crying spurts, you have to catch your breath. When
going through something as traumatic as this, sometimes you
feel like you literally feel your heart breaking. It is
important to remind your partner to breathe! This will all

pass and when the time comes, you will have your bundle of
joy. Until then, if nothing else helps, just remember to take
a deep breath.
What are some ways that you would support your partner through
a miscarriage? Share below

Celebrity Baby News: Eva
Longoria Welcomes a Baby Boy
with Jose Bastón

By Haley Lerner

In celebrity baby news, Eva Longoria and her husband Jose
Bastón welcomed a baby boy into the world on June 19.
According to Us.Hola.com, the celebrity couple named their son
Santiago Enrique Bastón. The proud parents told the
publication “We are so grateful for this beautiful blessing.”
Longoria first confirmed her pregnancy last December and
debuted her baby bump in Miami Beach soon after. The Desperate
Housewives actress has been looking forward to becoming a
mother for a while, as she told EOnline.com, “I can’t wait to
meet him. I just can’t wait to see what his personality is
like, what he looks like, how much hair he’s going to have.
There’s so much to look forward to, and it’s becoming more
real every day.”

In this celebrity baby news, Eva
Longoria is now a mother! What are
some ways to prepare yourself for
motherhood?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a baby is exciting, but also nerve-wracking! Cupid has
some tips to prepare yourself for motherhood:
1. Ask for help: Before having your child, don’t be afraid to
reach out to family and friends for help. Ask those who
already have children what their experience was like and have
them give you any advice you may need. Also, the people
closest to you can help you with shopping, doctors’ visits and
more leading up to your due date to help make the whole
process easier for you.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Eva Longoria is Pregnant
with Her First Child!
2. Have “me” time: It’s important that before becoming a mom,

you take advantage of your child-free life. Spend some quality
time with yourself and go shopping, have a spa day and enjoy
your favorite television shows. You need to practice some
self-care before bringing a new life into the world.
Related Link: Eva Longoria Talks Celebrity Wedding and Future
Baby Plans
3. Connect with your partner: While you and your partner will
soon be parents, it’s important you two connect with each
other before things get very hectic. Make sure to spend some
quality time with your beau before your baby is born!
Have any more tips on how to prepare for motherhood? Comment
below!

Celebrity Baby: John Cena Is
‘Willing to Have Surgery’ to
Give Nikki Bella a Child

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity baby news, John Cena said he is “willing to have
surgery” to give Nikki Bella a celebrity kid. According to
EOnline.com, in the latest episode of Total Bellas, the former
couple reunited for a candlelit dinner where Cena told Bella,
“I wanna marry you and relationship and marriage especially is
about sacrifice, and I will make that sacrifice for you. I
will give you a child.” “But you have the…” Bella said next,
alluding to something preventing Cena from bearing children.
Cena replied by saying, “I know. I physically can’t have kids.
So, I’m also telling you that I’m willing to have surgery and
then still go through with being a dad.” Bella was clearly
impressed by Cena’s declaration of his commitment, so she
leaped across the table and into his arms. Bella later told
the WWE star, “Oh John, you’re gonna be the most amazing dad
in the world.” Cena then told Bella “Just tell me you love me
and that you’ll marry me. I love you and I’ll marry you,” to
which Bella agreed. The couple’s reconciliation and baby news
comes shortly after Cena made a public plea to win Bella back
on the Today show.

It looks like a celebrity baby is
definitely in the future for John
and Nikki. What are some ways to
know your partner will be a good
parent?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a child is a big step to take in a relationship! Cupid
has some ways to tell if your partner will be a good parent:
1. Watch them with other kids: The way your partner acts
around other children is a great indicator of how good of a
parent they will be. If your beau is great at babysitting
children of family or friends, it’s likely they will be a
great parent as well. Your partner should be comfortable
around children and be able to have fun with them and keep
them safe.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Nikki Bella Reveals the
Moment She Knew She Couldn’t Marry John Cena
2. They’re a good friend: If your partner is someone that is
empathetic and always there for their friends and family, then
they will probably be a really good parent someday. Being a
good listener and advice giver are great traits for a future
parent.
Related Link: On-Again! Celebrity Couple Nikki Bella & John
Cena Are Back Together After Calling Off Wedding
3. They’re responsible: You don’t want to co-parent with
someone who can’t even keep their own life in order. If your
love is already very responsible, they will probably be able
to handle the task of having a child. Trust us, you’ll want
them to be when it’s 3:00 AM and your baby is in need of a new

diaper!
Do you know any more ways to tell if your partner will be a
good parent? Comment below!

Celebrity Baby News: Pippa
Middleton
Confirms
She’s
Pregnant and Expecting First
Child

By Rhodesia Williams

In the latest celebrity news, Pippa Middleton is expecting her
first child. According to EOnline.com, celebrity couple, James
Matthews and Pippa Middleton, who is the sister of Kate
Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge, can expect their bundle of
joy in a couple of months. This celebrity baby news comes just
weeks after the royal wedding of Meghan Markle and Prince
Harry.

We’re sure the Duchess of Cambridge
is extremely happy for her sister’s
celebrity baby news! What are some
ways to celebrate a friend’s
pregnancy announcement?
Cupid’s Advice:
When hearing a friend is pregnant, it’s easy to start planning
as if it were your own. First instinct is to get the wine to
celebrate but then remembering your friend cannot join the
festivities. No fear! Cupid has some advice on ways to
celebrate a friend’s pregnancy:
1. Dinner: Besides the fact that your friend now has to eat
for two, a nice dinner with close friends is a cute way to
celebrate. A surprise dinner could be fun as well; this kind
gesture will be something your friend won’t forget. Make a
toast, with virgin margaritas, of course, to your friend and
their new bundle of joy!
Related Link: Relationship Advice: The Baby Predicament
2. Spa day: Whether you round up the girls or get your friend
a gift card, this thoughtful gesture really shows your friend
how much you care. This gift of relaxation will come in handy
at any time.

Related Link: Tips For A Happy Friendsgiving-It’s Like
Thanksgiving, But A Whole Lot Cooler
3. Party!: Help is always needed when planning big events such
as baby showers. You can either offer help to plan the future
baby shower or you can surprise your friend with throwing a
mini party to celebrate her good news. Either way, it is a
time to celebrate! Find cute baby shower games to play and
enjoy the last bit of partying you can.
What are some ways you would celebrate a friend’s pregnancy?
Share below.

Celebrity Baby News: Diane
Kruger Is Expecting First
Child with Norman Reedus

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Diane Kruger and Norman
Reedus are expecting their first child together. According to
UsMagazine.com, Kruger, 41, and Reedus, 49, began dating early
last year. They kept this celebrity baby news quiet initially,
but not quiet enough. The actress has been showing all the
signs of pregnancy; from not consuming alcohol to hiding her
baby bump at the Cannes Film Festival to also posting a
telling picture on Instagram.

In this celebrity baby news, Diane
Kruger is expecting with boyfriend
Norman Reedus. What are some ways
to strengthen your relationship
prior to having a child?
Cupid’s Advice:

While having a baby is a happy time, it can sometimes be
stressful on a relationship. Cupid has some advice on how to
strengthen your relationship prior to having a child:
1. Date night: Date night is a fun way to spend time together
and remind each other just how much you care for each other.
It will bring back those cute memories of when you first met,
or that time you accidentally tripped and fell because you
were nervous. Either way, this cute gesture is a stress-free
activity to enjoy. This is your time together; spend it
wisely.
Related Link: Date Idea: Workout Together
2. Communication: Communication is one of the most essential
tools when it comes to having a strong relationship.
Communicating with your partner can literally make or break
your relationship. If nothing else, make sure you communicate,
because a simple misunderstanding can take a turn for the
worse. On the positive side, it is good to know what’s going
on in your partner’s world when you aren’t around. You also
don’t want them to feel like you don’t care, because
ultimately, they will find someone else to talk to. We all
know the saying, “If you won’t, someone else will.”
Related Links: Dating & Technology Q&A: How to Use Technology
to Prevent Your Relationship Going Stale
3. Listen: Listening is important; it shows your partner that
you are there for them. Everybody wants to be heard, including
you, so give each other that time. Having someone listen to
you often gives validation
that what you have to say is
important, and sometimes people need that. More importantly,
when you are in a relationship, you are supposed to also be a
friend; what kind of friend would you be if you didn’t listen?
Do you have other suggestions on how to strengthen your
relationship prior to having a child? Comment below

Celebrity Baby News: Chrissy
Teigen & John Legend Welcome
Second Child

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity baby news, celebrity couple Chrissy Teigen and
John Legend welcomed their second child, a baby boy, into the
world on Wednesday. Teigen took to Twitter to announce the
news, tweeting, “Somebody’s herrrrrrre!” along with several
baby bottle emojis. Her “All of Me” singing hubby retweeted
the news soon after. According to UsMagazine.com, Teigen
revealed her pregnancy in November 2017 with the help of her

and Legend’s first child, Luna. Teigen posted an Instagram
video where she asks her daughter, “Luna, what’s in here?” as
she points to her belly, to which Luna responded “BB!” The now
mother of two captioned the clip, “it’s john’s!”

This celebrity baby news means that
Chrissy and John’s daughter Luna
now has a baby brother. What are
some ways to prepare your first
child for the birth of your second
child?
Cupid’s Advice:
The more babies, the merrier! But, your first child might not
think so! Here are Cupid’s tips for preparing your little one
for the birth of their new sibling:
1. Talk to your child: Once the pregnancy is official, it’s
important you let your child know what’s going on. No matter
what your little one’s age is, it’s important to explain
what’s going on. Explain that a baby is coming and that your
youngster is going to be a big brother or sister. Tell your
kid what to expect from the infant so they won’t be too scared
by imminent crying and smelly diapers. Letting your child hear
the news early on will give him or her time to accept it and
get excited.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Chrissy Teigen & John
Legend Are Expecting
2. Spend some quality time: Before your second bundle of joy
comes along, make sure to spend lots of special time with your
first born. Set special “dates” with your child to fun places

like a park, children’s museum, the zoo, arts and crafts
studio, or other fun spots. Giving your kid special alone time
before becoming a big sibling will ensure he or she does not
feel forgotten.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Pregnant Chrissy Teigen
Reveals Sex of Baby No. 2
3. Gift giving: When it gets closer to the new baby’s due
date, help your first child in making or picking out a gift
for the new baby. This way, your child will start to feel a
connection with his or her new sibling. In return, pick out a
gift for your first tot that you can say is from your new
little angel. This can help your current child feel
appreciation for the new baby.
Have any other tips for preparing your first child for the
arrival of your second? Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Jenner’s
Bodyguard
Paternity Rumors

Kylie
Slams

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Kylie Jenner‘s bodyguard, Tim Chung, is
being accused of being celebrity baby, Stormi Webster’s
father. According to EOnline.com, the internet has gone wild
with the idea that Jenner’s newborn baby Stormi looks like
Chung. They even went so far as to post side-by-side photos of
the two on social media. With the internet not letting up on
the rumor, Chung felt forced to make a statement to clear his
name and defend this celebrity couple. Chung said, “There is
no story here and I ask that the media no longer include me in
any narrative that is incredibly disrespectful to the family.”

In celebrity news, sometimes a
rumor is just a rumor. What are
some ways to slow down the rumor
mill
when
it
comes
to
your

relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Since social media is a primary mode of communication these
days, it’s easier than ever for rumors to circulate quickly.
Cupid has some advice on how to slow down the rumor mill:
1. Communicate: If a rumor comes up, talk to the person who
originated it directly. The worst thing you can do is start
going back and forth on social media. The easiest and safest
way is to ask questions first because once others get
involved, you may do some permanent damage. The fighting on
social media will surely keep that rumor mill going.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Kylie Jenner Reveals the
Name of Her Daughter, and Twitter Reacts
2. Put out a statement: This way of handling rumors may be
celebrity couple-esque, but in all seriousness, depending on
the rumor, you may want to address friends and family in a
unified message. Consider making a cute, short and to the
point post acknowledging the rumor, but informing everybody
that it isn’t true. If you don’t face it head on, it could
potentially spiral out of control.
Related Link: Hailey Baldwin Applauds Kylie Jenner for
Handling Celebrity Pregnancy In a ‘Mature Way’
3. Limit social media: This is the most obvious solution, but
perhaps the most difficult. Many people want to show off gift
and vacation pics, as it’s a way of expressing their
happiness. That being said, not everyone feels that way. If
you limit what you post, you aren’t leaving much room for
people to talk about you.
What are some other ways to slow down the rumor mill? Share

your thoughts below.

Celebrity Baby News: ‘Grey’s
Anatomy’ Star Kevin McKidd
and Wife Arielle Welcome
First Child on Mother’s Day

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Grey’s Anatomy star Kevin McKidd’s wife,
Arielle Goldrath, gave birth to a baby boy. According to

UsMagazine.com, this celebrity baby made his debut May 13th,
Mother’s Day. One of the greatest gifts a woman can receive
for Mother’s Day is a new bundle of joy! McKidd, 44, posted a
black and white photo of Arielle and Aiden on Instagram. He
captioned their picture, “Arielle, you’re the most amazing
mother and I love you both so much!” McKidd used the hastags,
“#happymothersday, #forever, #weeAiden, #Arielle, #newlife.”

This celebrity baby news makes it a
great Mother’s Day for Kevin McKidd
and his family. What are some ways
to show the mother of your children
you appreciate her?
Cupid’s Advice:
Cupid has a few suggestions on how to show the mother of your
kids just how much you appreciate her:
1. Tell her: Let your special lady know how much she means to
you. Gifts aren’t everything! It is always good to hear that
we are appreciated.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ Star Jesse
Williams & Wife Aryn Drake Lee Are Divorcing After 5 Years of
Marriage
2. “Me” time: Women need their time off. Offer to watch the
kids while she goes and pampers herself. She will appreciate
that more than any piece of jewelry.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kylie Jenner’s Bodyguard Slams
Paternity Rumors
3. Little things: Women appreciate the little things that show
you thought of them all day. Buying her favorite snack or a

little stuffed animal you spotted along your travels says a
lot.
What are some other ways to show the mother of your children
that you appreciate her? Share with us below.

Celebrity Baby News: Miranda
Kerr Welcomes First Child
with Evan Spiegel

By Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, celebrity couple Miranda Kerr and Evan
Spiegel welcomed their first child, a baby boy, into the world
on Tuesday. This is Kerr’s second celebrity baby — she has a
son with celebrity ex Orlando Bloom. According to
UsMagazine.com, Kerr had more complications during this second
pregnancy. The former Victoria’s Secret supermodel experienced
hormonal headaches, but never the less, she and her Snapchat
CEO hubby were excited about expanding their family. Congrats
to them!

In this celebrity baby news,
Miranda Kerr is expanding her
family. What are some factors to
consider before adding another
child to your family?
Cupid’s Advice:
We all know that having a baby is a huge responsibility —
imagine more than one! Therefore, there are many factors to
consider. Here are a few:
1. Are you financially stable enough?: Having a baby costs
tens of thousands of dollars because there is so much they
need. You probably considered all this with your other child
or children, but by adding another member to your family, you
are obviously increasing your expenses. Make a financial
assessment of your income, expenses, assets, etc. Be sure to
be as precise as possible an not over or underestimate.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Evan & Staci Felker Were
Trying to Have a Baby Before He Met Miranda Lambert
2. Do you have enough time?: The more children you have, the
more time you need. They all require time, and sometimes some

children will need more time from you than others. Are you and
your partner able to afford giving so much time to your kids?
If so, great, let the baby making begin. If not, reconsider,
maybe it’s best to hold off for a bit.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: 5 Spring Activities To Do With
Your Child
3. Are you both ready?: You and your partner need to make sure
you’re on the same page. Only because you are ready for
another baby doesn’t mean they are, and vice versa. Sit down
and have a talk. Having another baby is a big deal, so
consider it all.
What other factors did you consider before having another
child? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Kris Jenner
Gets Choked Up Talking about
Khloe
Kardashian
After
Cheating Scandal

By Carly Horowitz
Many people have been infuriated with the Tristan Thompson
cheating scandal. To recap, just days before Khloe Kardashian
gave birth to her celebrity baby girl, True Thompson, content
was leaked about her boyfriend and father to her child,
Thompson, cheating on her with other women. In latest
celebrity news, Khloe’s mother, Kris Jenner, got chocked up on
The Ellen DeGeneres Show when she was talking about how great
of a mother Khloe is. “I’m so proud of that kid. I get choked
up because she’s such a good mom and honestly I get so
emotional,” she said. She went on to explain how much Khloe is
trying despite everything else that is going on. Khloe is
still “undecided” about where her celebrity relationship with
Thompson will go from here, according to UsMagazine.com.

In celebrity news, Kris Jenner
feels horrible for her daughter

Khloe amid the Tristan Thompson
cheating scandal. What are some
ways to support your family member
or friend who is dealing with their
S.O. cheating?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be difficult to say the right things to your friend or
family member who has been cheated on. You don’t want to say
anything that will upset them and you truly want to comfort
them because it pains you that they are going through this.
Here are some tips on how you can help in this occurrence:
1. Be more positive than negative: Try not to say things like
“once a cheater, always a cheater” because who knows if the
two will get back together. Instead of focusing on the bad,
focus on the good. Remind your pal that they are so strong,
you guys are going to get through this together, and you will
support them no matter what.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian Disables
Instagram Comments on Photos of Her and Tristan Thompson Amid
Cheating Scandal
2. Help in any way you can: Go out of your way to get your
friend or family member their favorite food. Or, offer to help
out in watching their children. Just try to be there for them
without putting the focus on the cheating.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Tristan Thompson Is Asking Khloe
Kardashian for Another Chance After Cheating Scandal
3. Let them make their own decisions: You may have your
opinions, but try to keep them to yourself and simply guide

your friend or family member with love and support. Try not to
say “forgive them” or “forget them”. That is for them to
decide. All you can do is be there for them, listen, and
comfort.
What are some other ways to support your family member or
friend who is dealing with their partner cheating? Comment
below!

Celebrity Baby News: Blac
Chyna Expecting Child with
18-Year-Old Boyfriend YBN
Almighty Jay

By Carly Horowitz
It has been said in the latest celebrity news that Blac Chyna
may be pregnant with YBN Almighty Jay’s child. The celebrity
couple has been reportedly together since March. The public
has been talking about the fact that Blac Chyna is 29-yearsold while her boyfriend, YBN Almighty Jay is 18-years-old.
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair met on Christian Mingle.
“I would not want to f–k a bitch I did not want to get
pregnant,” YBM Almighty Jay allegedly said. “If Chyna got
pregnant, I would keep that s–t like ‘ohh daddy love you,’ I
love that ass.'” This would be Chyna’s third child as she
shares her daughter, Dream Renée Kardashian, with Rob
Kardashian and her son, King Cairo Stevenson, with Tyga.

In celebrity baby news, Blac Chyna
is expecting with her very young
boyfriend. What are some things to

consider when it comes to age in a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
We have all heard the saying that age is just a number. But it
is definitely true that age comes with experience, and it is a
serious responsibility to care for a child. Here are some
things to consider if there is a large age gap in your
relationship:
1. Be prepared to handle the differences: It is beneficial to
understand that if you are in a relationship with someone
where there is a large age difference between you two, you are
going to encounter some generational contrasts. You may have
different musical interests and perspectives on life, but
maybe that’s what makes it so exciting for you!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna’s Lawyer ‘Considering
All Legal Options’ Against Rob Kardashian
2. Maturity: Maturity does come with age but we can’t deny
that we have met some 19-year-olds that seem more mature than
some 30-year-olds that we have met. It all depends on the
person. If you are with someone who is relatively young but
they show a lot of maturity, then that is great and your
relationship will probably work out really well.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna Confirms She’s
‘Single’ and ‘Happy’
3. Judgement: People may judge if you are in a relationship
with an age gap. Just be prepared and know in your heart that
your love conquers all.
What are some other things to consider when it comes to age in
a relationship? Comment below!

